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Abstract
This paper explores spatial sensitivities of 1D and 2D shallow water (SW) models of branched
urban flood flows, based on an experimental data-set and a variance decomposition method
for various combination of uncertainty sources. General sensitivity patterns of SW model for
subcritical flows show that: simulated water height variance is explained upstream by inflow
discharge and roughness whereas downstream it is fully explained by downstream water height,
influence of lateral inflows propagates in both directions. High sensitivities to roughness can be
local in space thus identifying the strongest hydraulic controls for orienting calibration efforts
is needed. 2D sensitivities show: the filtering effect of branched network topography on inflow,
the zone of influence of boundary conditions, the role of large streets as global flow pattern
separators, the difference in roughness sensitivity patterns with 1D. This sensitivity analysis of
SW models could be a base for studying flow path and uncertainty propagation.
Keywords: Urban Flood, Branched Network, Shallow Water, Sensitivity Analysis, Uncertainty
quantification, Variance Decomposition
1. Introduction
Flooding is one of the first natural hazard on each continent, and it caused in Europe around
100 billion euros of damage between 1986 and 2006 [28]. In the context of climate change and
its possible effects on rainfalls regimes and extremes ([2]), an unprecedented urbanization of
floodplains increases the vulnerability of human societies (e.g. [44]). That is why improving the
accuracy of flood inundation forecasts and reanalysis combined with uncertainty quantification,
especially in urban areas, has become a priority for decision making in civil protection or the
insurance industry.
The predictive performances of a model generally depend on model complexity and data
availability (e.g. [17] for hydrological models). Flood inundation maps are commonly generated
with a 2D Saint-Venant shallow water (SW) model consisting in depth averaged Navier-Stokes
equations (e.g. [4, 24, 30]) where uncertainty sources can stem from the model structure or the
parameterization (e.g. basal friction), or the initial and boundary conditions (bathymetry and
source terms). A full shallow water model including inertia terms may be required to capture
small scale features and rapidly varying flows over “rural” floodplains (e.g. [31]), along with
appropriate numerical methods for shock capture and wet dry front treatments (e.g. [30]). As
a matter of facts, the interaction of high energy flows with obstacles triggers 3D flow processes
such as crossroads junctions ([27]) - which for a realistic representation generally require to solve
the Navier-Stokes equations in 3D. Consequently, flow resistance parameterization for a 2D SW
model, which is an effective representation of 3D (turbulent) free surface flow structures, may
depend on its scale for localized head losses in complex geometries (e.g. [18]) or parietal friction
on smooth or macro roughness (e.g. [7, 8]). Another boundary condition known to be a source
of uncertainty is inflow discharge especially in complex urban flood configurations - which can be
provided by in situ measurements (involving rating curve uncertainty [10, 32, 41]) or simulated by
a hydro-meteorological chain involving meteorological model uncertainties [43] and hydrological
model uncertainties (e.g. [12]).
Given the importance of uncertainty estimation in flood modelling and forecasting, this con-
tribution presents a thorough sensitivity analysis (SA) of 1D Saint Venant and 2D SW models to
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their (uncertain) parameters and boundary conditions. The study focuses on the case of urban
flood flows in a complex streets network, based on a fine and unprecedented laboratory scale
experiment while in situ flood data are still rare ([14]). Remark this streets network is composed
of several 4 branch crossroads creating complex patterns of free surface flows confluences and
diﬄuences.
Flood simulation accuracy is not necessarily improved by increasing model complexity and
resolution (cf. [11]) but uncertainty sources may also vary (even interact) as the amount of
data required to constrain the model. Sensitivity analysis has become a popular tool in environ-
mental modelling (e.g. [33]) for assessing how the uncertainty in the output of a model can be
apportioned to different sources of uncertainty in the model input ([39]). SA is used in catch-
ment hydrology to explore high dimensional parameter spaces, assess parameter identifiability
and understand uncertainty sources ([5, 15, 16, 25, 34] among others). Temporal variations of
distributed rainfall-runoff and simplified hydraulic model parameters sensitivities are analyzed
and ranked in the case of Mediterranean flash floods ([15]) or large scale conceptual model of
the Amazon river ([13]). Temporal sensitivities of simulated flood response highlight the impor-
tance of phases and locations to runoff production parameters and/or runoff routing depending
on rainfall forcing and soil properties variabilities but also drainage network shape among other
parameters.
Among the few SA studies in the field of river hydraulic modelling, [36] propose a generalized
sensitivity analysis of a 1D SW model with simplified geometry adapted to remote sensing and
ungauged rivers, in the case of flood scenario on the Lèze River, France. The authors show
the importance of downstream flow depth in controlling flood extent for a 1.5 km reach of a
small river (around 100m bankfull width). [20] propose local sensitivity equations for the 2D
steady state SW equations without shocks and provide some guidelines for model calibration and
validation. These sensitivity equations are also derived and implemented for 1D SW model ([9]).
Local sensitivities derived with the adjoint method, and involving a cost function, are presented
in the case of a high resolution model (2D SW DassFlow software) of a flood on a 2km reach
of the Lèze River [30]. The authors find higher sensitivities of water depth to bathymetry and
roughness downstream (subcritical regime) of the observation points in the floodplain and in
the main channel, roughness sensitivity is higher in the main channel. Recently variance based
on SA has been applied to 2D hydraulic models in flooding conditions ([1, 41]). [1] present a
spatial SA approach of a 2D SW model based on high resolution digital elevation model (DEM).
Sensitivity maps of simulated water depth to uncertain parameters including topography are
presented for the last 5km of the Var valley, France - November 1994 flood. For a 50km² rural
floodplain in Sicily, [41] highlight the sensitivity of simulated flood extent to inflow discharge
during flood rising limb then the channel friction parameter during flood peak and the floodplain
friction parameter during recession. First order sensitivity of both maximal water depth and flood
extent to topography and model resolution is limited whereas interactions of those parameters
with others (hydrographs and roughness) increases at the end of the flood given their influence
on floodplain flowpathways in this case. These few recent SA studies mostly bring insight in
first order hydraulic model sensitivity of its parameters for common subcritical flood flow cases
in simple channels on the order of few km and rural floodplains.
This paper investigates first order sensitivities of 1D and 2D hydraulic model outputs (water
height and discharge) to their parameters and possible interactions, in the case of floods flows
through a whole district, involving complex 3D flow structures from the street scale to the
district scale. A thorough quantitative sensitivity analysis of the widely used 1D and 2D Saint
Venant SW models with a variance based method is proposed ([35, 38]). A unique experimental
dataset at the horizontal scale 1/200 is used, with urban flood flows corresponding to frequent to
rare return periods ([14]). Therefore the originality of this paper is to explore the sensitivities of
1D and 2D SW models of branched urban flood flows, involving many subcritical confluences and
diﬄuences but also few supercritical flow zones based on a detailed experimental data-set. The
detailed sensitivity maps assessing the relative importance of input parameters and depicting the
main hydraulic controls provide valuable guidance for the calibration of hydraulic models and
for the design of experimental models.
The sensitivity of 1D and 2D SW model outputs (water height for 1D and water height
and discharge for 2D) to their parameters is investigated including: global and local boundary
conditions (water heights and discharge) and spatially uniform or distributed friction coefficient
respectively tested in various ranges centered around their calibrated values. For various experi-
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Figure 1: (a) Experimental rig, (b) modeled (2D SW) velocity field for Q = 80m3/h equidistributed between
upstream west and north faces, (c) naming of the streets and (d) modeled output discharge (2D SW model with
roughness K2D = 100m1/3.s−1) compared with experiment.
mental configurations a variance decomposition method (ANOVA) is used to calculate spatially
distributed Sobol sensitivity indices (Si’s). The sensitivities of input parameters are analyzed on
two main streets and the whole urban district using respectively 1D and 2D models.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the GSA method and the computation
of Sobol indices, experimental device and numerical models used to investigate urban flood flows
controls. Spatial patterns of the sensitivity of simulated water height to parameters are presented
in section 3 both for 1D and 2D models. 10 parameters of the 1D model are investigated first
then the three most sensitive parameters, or lateral inflows or distributed roughness are stud-
ied separately. 2D sensitivity maps are then presented. Section 4 presents a detailed discussion
around sensitivity patterns in various configurations including: a discussion about 1D/2D rough-
ness meaning, the estimation of Sobol indices on a hydraulic jump, the sensitivity of modeled
(2D) outlet discharges and the effect of bathymetric slope. Conclusions and perspectives are
presented in section 5.
2. Methods and models
2.1. Experimental rig and numerical models
This study is based on the urban flood experimental rig designed and built at the ICube
laboratory in Strasbourg (France) [3, 14]. It is supposed to be representative for typical urban
geometries at the horizontal scale 1/200 with street widths of 12.5cm and 5cm as well as various
crossroad angles. It is composed of 64 impermeable blocks on a 5m × 5m horizontal plan. The
streets network is composed of seven streets in the north-south direction crossed by seven streets
in the west-east direction (see figure 1 - c). The inflow discharge of each street of the north and
west faces is supplied by a volumetric pump, a rectangular weir controls water levels at the outlet
of each street and outlet discharges are measured using calibrated weirs relationships [14]. The
studied configurations correspond to steady state experiments and the corresponding boundary
conditions are presented in Appendix (table 2).
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1D and 2D steady models are used for flow simulations under experimental conditions. 1D
modelling is performed for widest streets C and 4 using 1D SW equations which are solved with
a finite volume approach (e.g. [6, 19]) using a classical HLLC Riemann solver [22]. 2D modelling
is performed for the whole experimental rig using Telemac2D [23] which solves the 2D shallow
water equations coupled to a classical k−ε closure turbulence model using a finite volume
approach on unstructured triangular mesh.
2D model is run with upstream discharge and downstream water height determined from
experimental data. Roughness is calibrated with a trial and error procedure in order to better
match outlet discharges and measured flow lines (cf. figure 1 - d and section 3.2.1). 1D model
is run with experimental data for the lateral discharge and downstream water height, and its
roughness is calibrated analogously in order to best match measured flow lines (cf. figure 4 - top
and section 3.1.1). The sensitivity of 1D flow lines and 2D distributed water height and outlet
discharges are investigated in the following.
2.2. Background on model analysis with variance decomposition methods
Let us distinguish two methods assessing the uncertainty associated with the model outputs
and their sensitivity to input parameters:
• Uncertainty quantification (UQ) is the forward propagation of uncertainty to predict the
overall uncertainty in model outputs.
• Sensitivity analysis (SA) is the study of how the uncertainty in model output can be ap-
portioned to different sources of input uncertainties ([38, 33]). It includes local sensitivity
analysis that evaluates the effect of a small perturbation of the considered input parameters
around a specific value to model outputs ([9, 20, 21, 30]); and global sensitivity analysis
that explores model behavior over a whole parameter space but that is often more compu-
tationally expensive (e.g. [33]).
Both methods are based on a sampling of model input parameter space. The result of multiple
model evaluations on this sample of parameter sets can be represented in terms of probability
distributions of the output values (UQ) or relative weights of the input parameters in explaining
the variability of model output (SA). A variance decomposition method is used for performing
sensitivity analysis of SW models in this paper.
For a generic model f , let Ωk ∈ <k denote the set of all possible values that the model
parameters can take. Let X ∈ Ωk be a possible value of the k model parameters normalized
by their variation range. We denote by Y = f(X) = f(X1, X2, ..., Xk) the relationship that
links the model inputs to the model output. Following [40, 37] and using a high-dimension
model representation with functions orthogonal in pairs (in the sense of the scalar product
∫
Ωk
- leading to variances) the so-called functional ANOVA decomposition can be obtained:
V (Y ) =
∑
i
Vi +
∑
i
∑
j>i
Vij + . . .+ V1,2,...,k (1)
where V (Y ) is the total variance, Vi = V arXi(EX∼i(Y |Xi)) is the first-order variance caused by
parameter Xi, Vij = V arXij (EX∼ij(Y |Xi, Xj))− Vi − Vj is the covariance caused by Xi and Xj
(second-order variance), and higher order terms show the variance contribution from multiple
parameters.
The sensitivity index of first-order effect of Xi on Y can be defined as:
Si =
Vi
V
(2)
where Si is the Sobol index, always between 0 and 1. The sum of all Sobol indices is equal to 1:
k∑
i=1
Si +
k∑
i<j
Sij + · · ·+ S12···k = 1 (3)
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Figure 2: Main steps of the methodology used for performing the Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) of 1D or 2D
hydraulic models. Step 0 consists in choosing the parameters to test and defining their physical bounds hence
defining parameter space. Each parameter is sampled randomly in step 1. Next, hydrodynamic model is run for
each parameter set in step 2 and sensitivity indices are calculated for all those model realizations in step 3.
2.3. Sobol indices computation method
Variance based (Sobol) sensitivity indices are calculated in this paper for 1D and 2D SW
models following the general method exposed in figure 2. It is based on a large sample of sizeNs of
parameters vectors Xp = (Xp1 , X
p
2 , ..., X
p
k) , p ∈ [1..Ns], considered in this study as a stochastic
variables. Sobol indices are computed from the sample of hydraulic model outputs Y p using a
state dependent parameter metamodelling as proposed by [35]. The metamodelling approach is
based on a State Dependent Parameter (SDP) modelling, which is a model estimation approach
based on recursive filtering and smoothing estimation. It is a simple and computationally effective
method, based on a sample of parameter space, for approximating the model under analysis
and estimating conditional variances of model output with respect to each parameter. The
bounds of the variability space of input parameters Xp are defined around their calibrated values.
The different tested combinations of hydraulic parameters and boundary conditions along with
parameter ranges are explained for each numerical experiment in what follows.
3. Results
This section details sensitivity analysis of 1D and 2D SW models. The sensitivities to their
parameters are investigated with the GSA method exposed above (cf. 2.1) for 1D hydraulic
models of the two main streets of the experimental rig and for full 2D models (cf. figure 1).
The spatially distributed variances of model outputs are decomposed with respect to different
5
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hydraulic parameters. Each input parameter vector Xp = (Xp1 , X
p
2 , ..., X
p
k) , p ∈ [1..Ns] is
formed by:
• Inflow discharges including lateral inflows for 1D model
• Downstream water heights
• Roughness (uniform or spatially distributed)
Different combinations of uncertainty sources, i.e. parameter combinations, and uncertainty
ranges are investigated for the 1D model first (section 3.1). For the 2D model, parameters
ranges are chosen corresponding to uncertainty ranges of our experimental dataset (cf. [14])
(section 3.2).
3.1. Sensitivity analysis of water height in 1D configuration
3.1.1. Model Calibration
Before conducting the GSA, a calibration of the 1D model is needed, it is performed with
uniform or distributed roughness coefficient. The calibration aims at minimizing the Euclidean
norm between simulated and measured flow lines. Given the small number of parameters a
trial and error procedure is used. The calibrated roughness and 1D model inputs with their
variation ranges are presented in table 1. For uniform roughness, the Strickler coefficient found
for street C is KcalC = 21.5m
1/3.s−1 and for street 4 Kcal4 = 21m1/3.s−1. The calibration results
for distributed roughness consist in a roughness value for streets: KcalCs = 26.5m
1/3.s−1 for street
C and Kcal4s = 28.5m1/3.s−1 for street 4 and in a value for crossroads: KcalCc = 9.5m
1/3.s−1 for
street C and Kcal4c = 9m1/3.s−1 for street 4. Figure 4 illustrates the simulated water height
profiles with uniform and distributed roughness compared with experimental values. Distributed
roughness slightly improves simulated water height profile. Recall that flows are characterized by
complex 3D hydrodynamic structures, but this contribution focuses on comparing the sensitivities
computed for 1D and 2D modelling approaches in a branched hydraulic network.
3.1.2. Sensitivity of GSA on 10 parameters to sampling range
Sensitivity of Sobol indices estimation to parameter sampling range has been tested by apply-
ing the same ranges to all tested parameters from 5% to 60%. A limited influence on sensitivity
indices values is observed and sensitivity patterns are relatively unchanged (i.e. proportion of the
output variable variance explained by each parameter) (cf. figure 3). The influence of unequal
ranges has also been tested and is presented in following sections for ranges corresponding to ex-
perimental uncertainties. The sensitivity to sample size has been investigated Ns ∈ [100; 10000],
and the choice is made to use a sufficient number of 2500 parameter sets ensuring good conver-
gence of Sis estimation for each following experiment.
Interestingly, figure 3 shows the spatial variation of first order sensitivities of 10 parameters.
The sum is close to one along the streets highlighting very few interaction effects between the 10
tested parameters in explaining modeled water height variance. It is mainly explained by three
parameters over the (equal) tested ranges: roughness, upstream discharge and downstream water
height. Those three parameters explain about one third of the water height variance upstream of
street C. The influence of both upstream discharge and roughness decreases along flow distance
whereas the influence of downstream water height increases steadily to reach more than 95%
downstream. This is a reasonable pattern for a subcritical flow.
3.1.3. GSA on ten parameters with experimental uncertainties
This section investigates the sensitivity of 1D simulated flow lines to boundary conditions
and source terms. Sensitivities are presented for the main streets C and 4 of the urban flood
rig, conveying around 30% of the total flow (cf. figure 1). Ten input parameters are considered
including upstream inlet discharge Qin, outlet water height hout, uniform roughness K and
seven lateral discharges corresponding to mass exchange at crossroads Q{1,...,7;A,...,G} (cf. table
1). The variation range of each input parameter around its calibrated value (.cal) is chosen
corresponding to the experimental uncertainties. The ranges considered here are: Qcalin ± 5%,
hcalout ± 10%, Kcal ± 50% and Qcal{1,...,7;A,...,G} ± 5%; note that each lateral discharge is perturbed
independently.
The spatial variations of Sobol indices of the ten input parameters are presented in figure 4
with parametric uncertainty ranges corresponding to experimental ones. In that case, the sum
6
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Figure 3: Sobol index estimated for parameters sampled on equal ranges of amplitudes varying from ±5% to
±60% .
Table 1: Parameters used and associated perturbation ranges for the 1D street modelling
Symbol Meaning Value (street C) Value (street 4) Range
Qin Street C (4) inflow discharge 2.67l/s 3.01l/s ±5%
hout Street C (4) outflow water height 0.083m 0.078m ±10%
Q1(QA) Lateral street 1 (A) inflow discharge 0.171l/s 0.014l/s ±5%
Q2(QB) Lateral street 2 (B) inflow discharge 0.198l/s 0.155l/s ±5%
Q3(QC) Lateral street 3 (C) inflow discharge 0.093l/s −0.107l/s ±5%
Q4(QD) Lateral street 4 (D) inflow discharge 0.407l/s 0.261l/s ±5%
Q5(QE) Lateral street 5 (E) inflow discharge 0.237l/s 0.077l/s ±5%
Q6(QF ) Lateral street 6 (F) inflow discharge 0.296l/s 0.380l/s ±5%
Q7(QG) Lateral street 7 (G) inflow discharge −0.319l/s −0.553l/s ±5%
K uniform roughness coefficient 21.5m1/3.s−1 21m1/3.s−1 ±50%
L Domain length 5m× 0.125m 5m× 0.125m
4x Cell size 0.02m 0.02m
7
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of first order indices Si∈[1..10] is very close to one indicating very few higher order interactions
among parameters. The results for both street C and 4 show that the main flow controls over the
tested uncertainty ranges are the roughness, downstream water height and upstream discharge.
The remaining sensitivities of the seven lateral discharges are very small compared to the three
other parameters. Therefore, for the sampled ranges, those ten input parameters are studied
separately in subsequent sections: three main parameters and seven lateral discharges.
3.1.4. GSA on the three main parameters
The spatial variation of Sobol indices of the three main parameters (upstream discharge,
downstream water height and friction) sampled in experimental uncertainty ranges are presented
in figure 4. Results for both street C and 4 show that the sum of all three parameters is close
to 1 highlighting negligible interactions effects among those three parameters. The modeled
water height variance is mainly explained by the roughness and the downstream water height
for the whole streets length. Upstream of street C or 4, roughness explains more than 95%
of model response and its influence steadily decreases with increasing flow distance towards to
downstream. The opposite pattern is obtained for downstream water height sensitivity with
Shout greater than 95% downstream. Flow in both streets C and 4 is subcritical everywhere and
such a pattern corresponding to downstream hydraulic control is logical. There are no interaction
effects between those three parameters along street C and 4, and water height variance is perfectly
explained by their first-order Sobol indices. In magnitude, the influence of the inlet discharge
can be neglected for the tested ranges compared to those of water height and friction coefficient.
3.1.5. GSA on lateral discharges
We consider here the case where uncertainty sources are only the lateral discharges. The
spatial patterns of Sobol indices are presented in figure 5. Their sum stays close to one along
street C or 4 and again shows negligible interaction effects. The sensitivity of output water
height to a given lateral discharge is maximal at its inflow point (crossroad). Interestingly
the influence of a lateral mass flux propagates to the downstream outlet but also upstream in
subcritical flow conditions as a downstream control. After the last crossroad, the Sobol indices
of lateral discharges stay constant and their values are proportional to lateral discharge values
which can be correlated to the imposed water height at the downstream end of the street:
SQi = αQ
2
i ∀i ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7;A,B,C,D,E, F,G] where SQi stands for the Sobol index at the
downstream end to the lateral discharge of street i and α is a constant factor.
3.1.6. GSA on distributed roughness
The spatial pattern of water height sensitivity to a uniform roughness has been studied in
section 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. Now the influence of a distributed roughness pattern for streets (Ks) and
crossroads (Kc) is considered. The variation ranges of two roughness are both set to 50% around
their calibrated values (cf. section 3.1.1); the ranges for the other parameters are the same. The
results show that no interaction effect exists between those two input parameters since the sum
of first order S′is is close to 1 in each street (figure 6). For both streets, Ks has an increasing
influence on water height variance with increasing flow distance contrarily to crossroad roughness
sensitivity that decreases.
Interestingly, the sensitivity profile between two crossroads (identified by the vertical dashed
lines) evolve from linear upstream to parabolic downstream. This might be explained because the
friction term (involving the roughness K) is proportional to v2 and as the water height decreases
along the street, the velocity increases. Remark also that the magnitude of the sensitivity jump
at the crossroads is correlated to the magnitude of the lateral injection.
Interestingly, crossroads roughness plays a more important role (up to 55%) for street 4
than for street C (only up to 34%). This demonstrates that a best effort modelling of the “same”
domain (street C or street 4) would not be achieved using the same parameter (Kc for street 4 and
Ks for street C). This highlights that the importance of the roughness parameter is not related
to the area of the modeled domain on which the parameter applies, the crossroads representing
15% of it.
3.2. Sensitivity analysis in 2D configuration
3.2.1. 2D SW model set up and calibration
2D steady state SW simulations are performed for the whole experimental rig in order to
better reproduce complex flow structures (cf. [4, 42]). The boundary conditions are based on
8
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Figure 4: Top: Comparison of the computed and measured water height profiles and Sobol indices of ten (Middle)
and three (Bottom) main input parameters. The results are plotted for streets C (Left) and 4 (Right). For Sobol
index of 10 parameters, SQi < 0.002, ∀i∈ [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7;A,B,C,D,E, F,G]), over experimental uncertainty
ranges (cf. table 1)
Figure 5: Sobol indices of seven lateral discharges with minus signs for flow loss.
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Figure 6: Sobol indices of distributed roughness (For street C, Ks = 26.5m1/3.s−1 and Kc = 9.5m1/3.s−1; For
street 4, Ks = 28.5m1/3.s−1 and Kc = 9m1/3.s−1.)
the experimental data-set listed in Appendix table 2. Constant discharges and water heights
are prescribed at inlets and outlets along with a spatially uniform friction coefficient (K2D =
100m1/3.s−1), since it is only calibrated with measured outlet discharge distribution (see figure
1 d). Remark that contrarily to 1D model calibrated on measured water height profiles given
known discharge, the 2D model is only calibrated against outlet discharges to reproduce the
correct flow pattern within the urban district.
Note that a mesh convergence analysis has been performed for cell sizes ranging between
0.01 and 0.0025m, a 0.005m cell size is finally selected. A total inflow discharge of 80m3.h−1,
corresponding to rare and high flood flow, is used for steady state simulations with different
inflow discharge partitions between west and north face: 1) 50% west and 50% north; 2) 80%
west and 20% north. Within a face, the discharge is divided proportionally to the street width.
The spatial distributions of simulated water height and Froude number are presented in figure
7 for the two inflow repartitions. Water height decreases from west-north corner to south-east
corner in both configurations. The flow over the whole district is subcritical except in street
1 after the last crossroad between street 1 and G, where a supercritical flow zone occurs. The
unequal flow repartition with increased inflow at 80% on west face increases the water height
at south-west corner and reduces the region of supercritical flow in street 1 close to the outlet.
Interestingly, the outlet street discharges modeled in both configuration (50-50% and 80-20%)
are very similar and correspond to the experimental measurements (figure 1). These results
highlight the filtering effect of the urban geometry on the inflow discharge as demonstrated in
[14].
3.2.2. GSA on water height
Based on previous investigations with 1D model (cf. section 3.1.3), four main input parame-
ters are tested using GSA, namely west-face discharge Qwest, north-face discharge Qnorth, outlet
water height hout and uniform friction coefficient K. Again their variation ranges are determined
based on experimental uncertainties (Qcalnorth ± 5%, Qcalwest ± 5%; hcalout ± 10% and Kcal ± 50%).
A sample size Ns = 2000 ensures a good convergence of Sobol indices estimation in this 2D SW
model configuration (cf. section 3.1.1). Sensitivity pattern of water height is presented through
2D maps of Sobol indices along with their sum for the two inflow discharge partitions (figure
7). The sum of all Sobol indices is close to 1 for subcritical flow zones (corresponding to Froude
number below 1 in figure 7) meaning water height variance is perfectly explained by the first-
order Sobol indices of the tested parameters. Interestingly, the sum ΣSi is significantly below 1
in the part of street 1 in which a supercritical flow zone and a hydraulic jump appear for some
parameter sets. A detailed investigation of this particular point is made in section 4.2.
2D maps of first order sensitivities of the water height to the four tested parameters are
presented in figure 7b, c, d, e. For the 50-50% hydraulic configuration, the roughness and the
downstream water height are the most important parameters explaining the output water height
variance; as found for the 1D model (cf. section 3.1.3). Water height sensitivity to downstream
water height hout and roughness K evolves globally in the direction from the north-west corner
10
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to the south-east corner except in the circle corresponding to supercritical flows; both patterns
evolve as for the 1D GSA: decrease (resp. increase) in the direction of the flow for the sensitivity
to K (resp. hout). The sensitivity to upstream discharge decreases along effective flow direction,
i.e. along the diagonal from north-west to south-east corner; and is almost null in the downstream
part of the streets. Interestingly, for the 50-50% configuration the maps show:
• the maximal sensitivity to both upstream discharge (that has the same nominal value and
the same range of variation) is almost twice larger for Qwest that for Qnorth;
• the water height is more sensitive to upstream discharge in 2D than in 1D. This might be
explained by the fact that discharge is more free on the 2D domain than on the 1D. As the
modelling is performed in steady state, the water surface profile between two crossroads is
described by a classical backwater curve that is function of the discharge (between other
parameters). Indeed in 1D, the discharge is totally imposed by the upstream value and the
lateral inputs on one street whereas in 2D, the flow repartition between street remains free
(driven by the modelled crossroad behavior and mass exchanges between streets).
Histograms presented on figure 8 show the sensitivity of water height to the tested parameters
for several precise locations consisting mainly in crossroads within the streets network. They are
ordered by increasing hydraulic distance from the upstream north-west corner. It depicts clearly
the decrease of water height sensitivity to upstream controls: Qwest, Qnorth, K.
Figure 7 shows sensitivity patterns for a 80-20% inflow discharge partition between west and
north faces. Spatial Sobol index patterns for this asymmetrical inflow are similar to the ones
for the 50-50% configuration. However, the patterns are oriented from the north-west to the
south-east corner; i.e. oriented in the direction of the global flow. As expected, the Sobol index
of north-face discharge decreases, whereas west-face discharge index increases and explains more
than 25% of water height variance for streets 1 to 4. In that case, the influence of downstream
control (hout) is lower for the region close to the west and north faces. The supercritical flow
region downstream of street 1 is also reduced for less discharge passing by from the north-face.
4. Discussion
4.1. Head losses modelling
Concerning classical shallow water models (cf. Appendix equations (4) and (5)), a unique
source term Sf is generally used to model all head losses, i.e. flow energy dissipation. The
empirical Manning-Strickler friction law is generally used with a unique (or spatially distributed)
Strickler friction coefficient calibrated such as a SW model reproduces flow depth and discharge
at some reference points/sections. In such case this coefficient is intended to account for the
basal and wall friction plus other dissipative effects including turbulence.
Note that in the case of a 1D model, the red curve on figure 4 (top), corresponding to the
experimental flow lines averaged in width, show a convexity in water height profiles along this
street downstream each crossroad where a recirculation area appears (cf. [29]). In such case the
effective flow vein is narrowed and the flow accelerates; with a contraction coefficient 0 < α < 1
the effective cross sectional area Aflowvein = αAfullwidth. This significant increase of the velocity
makes the friction larger (Sf ∝ U2, with U = Q/A). The 1D model presented in this study is
based on the full street width and thus needs an effective friction parameter value to reproduce
the flow reference (i.e. a higher friction on the full width). In other words, the model roughness
coefficient K1D is calibrated such as the friction slope of the 1D model Sf1D best reproduces
the experimental one Sfexpe at “large scale” between two crossroads: Sf1D = Q
2
(A)2K21DR
4/3
h1D
=
Sfexpe =
Q2
(αA)2K2expeR
4/3
hexp
, hence K1D = (α + (α))Kexpe with (α) a small error on α due to
the difference on hydraulic radius estimation in the tested width-depth ranges. This explains
the lower value found for K1D ∼21.5m1/3.s−1 after calibration in this paper compared to an
expected value of 80− 100m1/3.s−1 for plexiglass walls.
2D SW models are able to model recirculation zones and mixing layers (recall with depth
averaged velocities) and then the corresponding localized head losses, hence it is not necessary
to account for those effects with the friction coefficient. The uniform roughness calibrated in this
study for the 2D SW model (including a k − ε turbulence model as suggested by [4] for
better simulating recirculation zones) is K2D = 100m1/3.s−1. This latest value is a good
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Figure 7: 2D maps of Sobol indices for 80m3/h: Left, inflow discharge partition at west and north-face 50-50%;
Right, inflow discharge partition at west and north-face 80-20%. The circles highlight supercritical flow zones
(Fr > 1).
Figure 8: Decomposition of local sensitivity of water height to the tested parameters, experiment without slope.
Numbering of points made in function of hydraulic distance to the upstream north-west corner.
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Figure 9: Sobol index profiles along the downstream part of street 1 (Top left); R2 map of the metamodel used
to estimate S′is (Bottom left); variation range of water surface (Top right) and Froude number profiles (Bottom
right) obtained with 2D SW model on the parameter set sample, vertical dashed lines indicates the zone where
supercritical flows and hydraulic jumps appear on the sample.
proof of 2D SW ability in reproducing such flows since it is very close to the “real experimental”
one - recall 80− 100m1/3.s−1 is expected for plexiglass.
4.2. Metamodel error on Si estimation with hydraulic shocks
As previously shown in section 3.2.2, the sum of the first order Sobol indices is significantly
below 1 in the supercritical region (illustrated by the circles on figure 7). Figure 9 presents the
Si profiles along the downstream part of the street 1; figure 9 - bottom right shows the range
of Froude numbers obtained on the parameter sample, which defines the “shock zone” where
supercritical flows (Fr > 1) and hydraulic jumps appear for some parameter sets. Figure 9 - top
right presents all the sampled water surface profile; it highlights that the range of variation of
the water height is almost 3 times larger in the shock zone compared to outside.
Downstream of the shock zone (x > 0.9), the variance of the water height is totally explained
by hout (cf. figure 9 - top left); for x between 0.15 and 0.9, the sensitivity to hout decreases
from downstream to upstream. It can be correlated with the fact that downstream water height
represents a hydraulic control only if the flow is subcritical while the most upstream point is
characterized by the highest number of supercritical flows over the Ns flows simulated. The
spatial variation of water height sensitivity to the roughness coefficient K is barely the negative
of the sensitivity pattern to hout. As presented in section 3.2.2, the sensitivity of the water height
to the upstream discharge (both Qnorth and Qwest) is almost null along the whole street for the
tested ranges.
However, one cannot ignore that a sum of the first order Si lower than one claims for interac-
tion effect between the tested parameters or for metamodel error on Sobol index (e.g. [26]). The
quality of the Si estimation with the metamodel is assessed by the correlation coefficient R2 (cf.
figure 9). It appears that outside of the shock zone, the R2 is almost equal to 1 and decreases
to 0.7 in the shock zone for which the water height vary of almost 50%, with respect to 10%
outside, around the nominal one (figure 9). Moreover, note that metamodel standard deviation
is quite narrow as shown for each Si profile on figure 9 that remain hydraulically coherent.
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4.3. Sensitivity of outlet discharge
In the context of urban flood forecasting, spatial distributions of water height are of great
interest as well as discharge repartition, at the downstream end of the 14 streets here. The Sobol
indices of outlet discharges to 4 main flow controls (Qcalnorth ± 5%, Qcalwest ± 5%; hcalout ± 10%,
Kcal ± 50%) in figure 10 for different inflow discharge partitions (50-50% and 80-20%); Sobol
indices are also calculated for subdistricts as detailed hereafter.
Figure 10, top left illustrates the Sobol indices for 14 outlets in south and east face with equal
repartition of inflow discharges. For all streets, the sum of all Sobol indices is close to 1, which
means no interaction effect exist between the tested parameters controlling the flow distribution
at outlets. The outlet discharges in street 1, 5, 6, 7 and G are nearly totally controlled by
downstream water height. We retrieve a total dependence between outlet water height and
discharge, in other words a rating curve relationship for those streets. The outlets of street 5,
6, 7 and G are located at the south-east corner of the device, which is far from the inlet at
west and north face, and separated by three big streets C, F and 4. Therefore, the influence of
upstream discharge repartition on west and north faces can’t propagate and is filtered out by
those larger streets. This is confirmed by the same sensitivities to hout for those streets on the
80-20% flow repartition (cf. figure 10, bottom). Moreover, concerning street 1 a supercritical
flow zone occurs (cf. figures 7 and 9) hence the flow in street 1 is totally controlled by upstream
conditions. Therefore the output discharge of street 1 is not controlled by its downstream water
height but by those of other streets. It may be explained by the fact that, applying a stronger
downstream control on all streets (i.e. increasing hout) reduces the discharge flowing out streets
2 to G thus increases relatively the discharge of street 1.
The outlets of street 2 and 3 (resp. street A, B, D and E) are located close to the inlet on
north face (resp. west face), which may be the reason for higher sensitivities to Qnorth (resp.
Qwest) for those streets (cf. figure 10a). The influence of Qnorth (resp. Qwest) on outlet discharge
decreases from street 2 to 3 (resp. street A to E) as their distance to north-face inlet (resp. west-
face inlet) increases, whereas the influence of west-face discharge (resp. north-face discharge)
increases. Interestingly for streets A to E, the sensitivity of the outlet discharge to Qwest is
divided by more than 2 between streets A-B and D-E. This may be related to the influence of
the main street C between those two groups of streets.
hout explains around 30% of the outlet discharges of streets A-B and 60% for streets D-E.
The first being located closer from the inlet hence more sensitive to inflow discharge than global
outlet water height. Moreover flow is conveyed/crossing wide streets before reaching streets D-
E. For big streets C, F and 4, the influence of west-face discharge and north-face discharge is
equal which makes sense given their central locations within the district geometry. Interestingly,
outlet discharge are barely not sensitive to a uniform roughness for those steady configurations.
However, about 20% of the outlet discharge variance of street F is explained by roughness, which
may be linked to its particular orientation north-west to south-east.
As observed by [14], the 14 outlet discharges can be divided into several sub-districts using
big streets, which are sub-district composed of street 1 (for supercritical flow), sub-district 23,
sub-district 567, sub-district AB, sub-district DE, sub-district G and sub-district 4CF composed
of big streets. The Sobol indices of sub-districts are presented in figure 10 for 50-50% and 80-
20% inflow repartition. When west-face discharge partition changes from 50% to 80% illustrated
in figure 10, results show that the influence of west-face discharge increases at sub-district 23,
sub-district AB, sub-district DE, and big street sub-district 4CF, where north-face discharge
decreases respectively. The Sobol index of outlet water height and friction coefficient is not very
sensitive to this change except for streets 4, A, B, C that are less (resp. more) sensitive to hout
(resp. K); street F has an opposite trend. The increase of the sensitivity to K may be related
to the increase of the velocity for the concerned streets.
As a conclusion of this section, wide streets act as global separators of the flow pattern into
several sub-district, which can block the influence of the upstream inlet discharge and increase
the influence of the downstream outlet water height.
4.4. Sensitivity analysis in presence of a slope
The influence of bottom slope on the simulated free surface flows in the urban district ge-
ometry is investigated here. A constant slope in the north-south direction INS = 2% is imposed
(the increased elevation of inlets on north face is 0.1m). The total inlet discharge is 80m3/h
with 50-50% and 80-20% discharge partitions at west and north-face. The outlet water height
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Figure 10: Sobol indices of outlet discharges obtained with the 2D SW model (for each test, ΣSi ∈ [0.97; 1]).
is obtained from 3D model simulations with interface tracking performed using InterFoam and
validated on the measured outlet discharge in the “flat configuration” - not presented here. The
four input parameters tested previously are investigated here with a bottom slope: west-face
discharge Qcalwest± 5%, north-face discharge Qcalnorh ± 5%, uniform friction coefficient Kcal ± 50%
and the downstream water height hout with a range of ±10% for all streets and configurations
except for street 1, 2, 3 and 4 with the 80-20% inflow discharge partition because reverse flow
appears at the outlet; the range is thus modified to [−10%,−1%].
Figure 11 presents the results (maps of water height and Froude number) of the calibrated
model with slope for both configurations and the first order Sobol index. The Froude number
maps show that adding a slope in the north-south direction result in generating more supercrit-
ical flows and hydraulic jumps in streets of north-south direction than in the horizontal case.
As presented in section 3.2.2, the sum of the first order Sobol index is equal to 1 for the whole
subcritical flow and smaller than 1 where supercritical flows appear as shown by Froude distribu-
tion. The GSA remains consistent for the whole domain as shown in section 4.2. A comparison
of Sobol index maps with and without slope (cf. figure 11 and 7) shows that the sensitivity
patterns are barely the same except in the supercritical zones. In the configuration with slope,
the influence of Qwest and Qnorth (resp. hout) on the water height is almost multiplied (resp.
divided) by 2. As in the configuration without slope, the sensitivity to roughness K becomes
non negligible in the supercritical zone due to the increase of the velocity.
Histograms presented on figure 12 show the sensitivity of the water height to the tested param-
eters for several precise locations consisting mainly in crossroads within the streets network. They
are ordered by increasing hydraulic distance from the upstream north-west corner. It clearly de-
picts the decrease of the sensitivity of water height to the upstream controls: Qwest, Qnorth, K.
However their influence is lower than in the previous configuration without slope (figure 8) be-
cause of the occurrence of several supercritical flow zones. The latters are characterized by a
higher sensitivity to K even downstream and act as a hydraulic deconnection.
Figure 13 illustrates the influence of four input parameters on 14 outlet discharges in 50-50%
inflow discharge partition with slope. Compared with the results presented in figure 10, the
sum of first Sobol indices is reduced between 0.8 and 1 for all street except for streets 6 and 7
for where it reduces to almost 0.7. This can be explain by possible parameter interactions but
also the occurrence of more supercritical flow zones and hydraulic jumps. Moreover streets 5
to 7 outlets are almost disconnected from upstream (due to supercritical flow in streets F and
G illustrated in figure 11) and corroborates a sensitivity of outlet discharges mainly explained
by K and hout. The outlet discharges for the streets 5 to 7 and G are also more sensitive to
the roughness coefficient K in the configuration with slope which can be related to the increase
of the velocity in the southern streets. The outlet discharge for the streets 2 to 4, B, D and
E are significantly less depending on Qwest and Qnorth (with a similar SQwest/SQnorth ratio for
streets B, D and E) and conversely more depending on hout. This can be related to north-south
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Figure 11: 2D maps of Sobol indices for 80m3/h with slope: Left, equal 50-50% inflow discharge partition between
west and north-face; Right, 80-20% inflow discharge partition between west and north-face
slope that deviates the flow in the south and south-east outlets. No significant change can be
observed for street 1 and A. The slope has an opposite effect for the main streets C and F outlet
sensitivity patterns: the sensitivity to hout decreases (resp. increases) for street C (resp. F).
Street C becomes more sensitive to Qwest whereas street F becomes insensitive to both Qwest
and Qnorth. Those trends might be explained by more supercritical flows appearing in street F
than in street C, leading to a more important deconnection from upstream.
5. Conclusions
This study proposes a global sensitivity analysis (GSA) of 1D and 2D shallow water models
applied to flood flows in an urban district. It quantifies the sensitivity of Shallow water model
outputs, the simulated water height and discharge repartition in a branched network, to the
model input parameters. For our case study based on the urban flood experimental rig of ICube
laboratory Strasbourg different spatial patterns of parameters sensitivity have been found and
model output variance explained with respect to parameter sensitivities:
• General sensitivity patterns of 1D SW equations have been obtained with parameters sam-
pled on equal ranges. The results show that in 1D configuration, the closer from the down-
stream boundary condition on water height, the higher the Sobol index as predicted by
hydraulic theory for subcritical flow. Interestingly, the sensitivity to friction and upstream
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Figure 12: Decomposition of local sensitivity of water height to the tested parameters, experiment with slope.
Numbering of points made in function of hydraulic distance to the upstream north-west corner.
Figure 13: Sobol indices of outlet discharges obtained with the 2D SW model with slope.
discharge are very similar. At a ’far enough’ upstream end of the domain, the sensitivity to
the downstream water height is null and both roughness coefficient and upstream discharge
explain 50% of the water height variance.
• 1D Sensitivity patterns corresponding to our experimental uncertainties are similar to pre-
vious ones with a lower influence of the upstream discharge that is less uncertain. Water
height variance is mostly explained by friction and downstream water height showing op-
posite spatial variations. The sensitivity analysis to the lateral discharges highlight that
the main (resp. smaller) streets of the experimental rig explain 30 to 45% (resp. 0 to 15%)
of the water height variance with a higher sensitivity close to the crossroads at which the
flow is injected. Sensitivity to distributed (street and crossroad) friction coefficient has
shown that the water height variance is not proportional to the domain size on which a
friction coefficient (either crossroad and street) is applied and that similar parameteriza-
tion for different streets produce variables sensitivity responses. This highlights the need
of identifying the strongest hydraulic controls during a calibration process.
• Maps of Sobol indices are provided for 2D SW model with two different upstream discharge
partitions. The results are in agreement with the findings in 1D but in different proportions:
the water height variance is explained at almost 70% by the downstream water height, to
less than 10% by the friction coefficient and to less than 25% by the upstream discharge.
This highlights that the friction coefficient plays a different role in the energy dissipation
at 2D scale. Moreover it quantifies the filtering effect of the topography on the discharge
distribution through the whole district as suggested by [14] which is confirmed by the
downstream discharge sensitivity to upstream inflow that is barely null. The sensitivity of
downstream discharge repartition to a uniform roughness is shown to be relatively low on
the tested configurations as suggested by [4] with forward SW model runs on a Cartesian
grid. Concerning the street outlet discharge, different sensitivity patterns are obtained with
a variance explained at 100% by the downstream water height, or almost equally explained
by the downstream water height and the upstream faces discharge; the friction coefficient
being only involved in some particular streets. The key findings is that larger streets acts
as global flow pattern separators into several sub-district, which can block the influence of
upstream inlet discharge and increase the influence of downstream outlet water height.
• Sensitivity maps are also presented for hydraulic regime changes and flows with a positive
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bottom slope triggering more supercritical flow in the district. The global sensitivity pat-
terns remains similar but with an increased role of the friction coefficient, a water height
distribution that is less downstream dependent (especially in the sub-district that is closer
of the inlets), and an asymmetrical sensitivity to the upstream discharge (with an increased
sensitivity to the north discharge).
This work highlights and somehow quantifies the nonlinearities of these complex free surface flow
patterns and dependencies. It is based on parameter ranges estimated from experimental uncer-
tainties, given the difficulties to access real (urban) flood data with their associated uncertainties,
and could serve as a base for future works for example for propagating uncertainties from a hy-
drological model. Subsequent works could also investigate unsteady aspects of urban flood flows
for other geometries, flood magnitude and source terms such as street/underground networks or
building interactions. The sensitivity of 1D/2D coupled models could also be investigated along
with other parameterizations of flow resistance. Note that the results presented involve a signifi-
cant number of model runs - on the order of 104 2D model (4 · 105 cells) evaluations were needed
corresponding 35 days of calculation on 256 cores. New methods for computing Sobol indices at
a lower cost could also be of interest (e.g. [26]). Studying flow paths and how they are
influenced by different street blockage (including local throats due to recirculations)
may be an interesting topic for further research. Also, quantifying the sensitivity
trends of SW model outputs with respect to inputs should also be investigated more
deeply on complex configurations with adapted techniques such as forward compu-
tations using the derivative of state variables with respect to parameters ([9]), or
adjoint based methods ([30]).
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7. Appendix
7.1. 2D shallow water equations
∂U
∂t
+
∂F
∂x
+
∂G
∂y
= S (4)
U =
hq
r
 , F =

q
q2
h
+ gh2/2
qr
h
 , G =

r
qr
h
r2
h
+ gh2/2
 , S =
 0gh (S0,x − Sf,x)
gh (S0,y − Sf,y)

where the unit discharge component q = hu and r = hv, S0 and Sf are the bottom slope and
head slope.
7.2. 1D shallow water equations
∂U
∂t
+
∂F
∂x
= S (5)
U =
[
h
q
]
, F =
 qq2
h
+ gh2/2
 , S = [ 0
gh (S0 − Sf )
]
where the unit discharge component q = hu, S0 and Sf are the bottom slope and head slope.
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7.3. Boundary conditions
Table 2: Boundary conditions for device simulation.
Street Inlet discharge Outlet water height Street Inlet discharge Outlet water height
1 1.37 l/s 6.5 cm A 1.06 l/s 8.3 cm
2 1.40 l/s 7.8 cm B 1.06 l/s 8.0 cm
3 1.32 l/s 7.8 cm C 2.67 l/s 8.3 cm
4 3.01 l/s 7.8 cm D 1.27 l/s 7.3 cm
5 1.32 l/s 6.4 cm E 1.27 l/s 7.1 cm
6 1.35 l/s 6.5 cm F 2.46 l/s 7.1 cm
7 1.35 l/s 6.5 cm G 1.31 l/s 6.4 cm
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Highlights: 
 GSA framework for branched urban flood flows modeling. 
 Sobol spatial sensitivities of 1D and 2D shallow water models. 
 Identification of hydraulic controls for various uncertainty combinations. 
 Filtering effect of branched network topography quantified. 
